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Details: (U) In late October and early November 2010, the
captioned subject released an Arabic-language video of a speech
entitled "And Make it Known and Clear to Mankind." The speech
was advertised for several weeks on various internet sites prior
to the actual release. The first version of the speech which was
released in October 2010 was approximately 90 seconds, and
appeared be the beginning segment of the speech. In early
November, 2010, the complete speech, which lasts approximately 23
minutes, was released.

(U) On 11/08/2010, SA downloaded a
copy of the video from the web site
The speech
was translated and transcribed by LS

"...Don't consult with anybody regarding the killing of
Americans. Fighting the devil does not require a
religious edict, it does not require consultation, and
it does not require sortilege. The Americans are the
devil's party, and fighting them is a duty at this
time. We and the Americans have reached a point where it is either us or them. We have become two opposites that cannot be reconciled. The Americans want something that can only be achieved if we are eliminated. It is a make-or-break battle. It is the battle between Moses and Pharaoh; it is a battle between right and injustice. Finally, the role played by a religious edict is to protect Islam and not the Americans. The role of a religious edict is to protect the fundamentals of Islamic law and not government law...."

(U) A compact disk containing the downloaded video and the transcript of the speech are attached in a 1A envelope for inclusion into the case file.